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TAP-09A Smart wireless tire inflation pump

Specification：
Color available （ Black&blue/ / Black&red/ / Black&yellow/ / Black&Green/ / White&black/ /
Orange&black/ / Blue&black）
Max inflation：7bar/7KG/700kpa
Inflate speed：45-55L/min
Pressure gauge accuracy：±0.5PSI， 2.1inch（32*42mm）HTN HD display
Battery type：Li-polymer LiPo
Battery capacity：2000mAh*3
Working voltage and Current：12V/10A（MAX）
Charging time：2-3hour
Charger type：100-240V，12.6V/1A(MAX)
LED：white 0.5W*3 Blue\Red：0.2W*3
Cylinder：25mm
Product size：85MMX193MMX237MM
Product weight：1020g
G.W.：1550g
Working temperature：-20～+70℃
Material：Zinc alloy+ABS+PC（B-class fire-proof material）
Product features:

1. TAP-09A is a Smart inflation pump, the software function is far superior to similar products,
operation more easily, higher precision and more intelligent. No need preset the pressure data,
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just choose the mode of inflation, it can complete one-click inflation.(The user can also preset the
pressure to complete one-click start and stop.)
2.TAP-09A Add the function of emergency lights. In case of emergency shutdown, red and blue
lights can provide with flash warning function. Meanwhile, it also has the function of night
lighting
3. TAP-09A choose Large size HTN HD display (blue backlight, black font), more clear and stable
display, large screen, and more mode selection ICONS for choosing.
4. TAP-09A cancels the traditional mechanical switch button at the handle (exclusive structure
patent), choose the screen button to start and stop, the product is more stable, safe and reliable,
more electrical.
5. TAP-09A the connection between main body and battery is designed with push-pull structure,
which makes it more convenient for users.
6. TAP-09A The internal design of the battery is in accordance with the requirements of industrial
products, and there is no welding spot with external leakage.Connect with terminal interface,
greatly improved the product security,stability ,and reduce the after-sales cost.
7. TAP-09A The inflation speed is 50% higher than other similar model, The inflation speed of
similar products is 25L/MIN,TAP-09A is 50L/MIN (no load).
8. TAP-09A The inflating ability is 100% higher than that of other companies. The inflating ability
of similar products is 3.5BAR, and TAP-09A can inflate pickup trucks to 7BAR.(no need remove the
wheels )
9. TAP-09A Stability and service life are improved. The rotating spindle accessories of similar
products are plastic products. Our company adopts alloy products, which greatly improves the
stability, service life and inflation ability of the items.
10. The standby time of the product is 1 year. It can be used at any time with sufficient power
Application areas:
1. Detect the tire pressure of automobile tires(TPMS)
2. To have a inflation of all kinds of tire (except truck tires)
3. To have a inflation of all kinds of household inflatable products.(life-saving buoys,inflatable
swimming ring,inflatable boat,inflatable bed,balls etc)
4. The function of emergency lights.
5. High-light LED outdoor lamp can be used as outdoor lighting.
Packing detail
1. Battery pack *1
2. Inflation hose *1
3. Packing box *1
4. Houshild charger *1
5. Car Charger *1
6. Instruction manual *1
7. Mini inflation adaptor *2
8. Presta valve adaptor *1
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